Each of these programs takes a well-rounded, open view of its topic, and doesn’t settle for ‘empty carbs’ anywhere.”
—Fred Burcksen

Each of ZDF Enterprises’ four genre labels has a selection of new shows to offer. ZDFE.junior, for example, is promoting Coconut, the Little Dargon, an animated series for preschoolers based on best-selling books. There’s a third season of the Danish/Swedish thriller series Bron/Broen from ZDFE.drama. How Climate Made History, one of ZDFE.factual’s MIPCOM highlights, takes a look at human history in the light of Earth’s volatile climate changes. ZDFE.entertainment is introducing The Game Begins, a new family show in which a team of celebrities takes up challenges posed by a variety of games. “If you take a look at the credits of our programs, you’ll see established, acknowledged specialists from scores of countries in our production teams,” says Fred Burcksen, the executive VP and COO of ZDF Enterprises.